The simplest deadlock-free algorithm for mutual exclusion requires only one single-writer non-atomic bit per process [4,6,13]. This algorithm is known to be space optimal [5,6]. For over 20 years now it has remained an intriguing open problem whether a similar type of algorithm, which uses only one single-writer bit per process, exists also for -exclusion for some ≥ 2.
Introduction

Motivation
The -exclusion problem, which is a natural generalization of the mutual exclusion problem, is to design an algorithm which guarantees that up to processes and no more may simultaneously access identical copies of the same non-sharable resource when there are several competing processes. A solution is required to withstand the slowdown or even the crash (fail by stopping) of up to − 1 of the processes. A process that fails by crashing simply stops executing more steps of its program, and hence, there is no way to distinguish a crashed process from a correct process that is running very slowly. For = 1, the 1-exclusion problem is the familiar mutual exclusion problem.
A good example, which demonstrates why a solution for mutual exclusion does not also solves -exclusion (for ≥ 2), is that of a bank where people are waiting for a teller.
Here the processes are the people, the resources are the tellers, and the parameter is to the number of tellers. We notice that the usual bank solution, where people line up in a single queue, and the person at the head of the queue goes to any free teller, does not solve the -exclusion problem. If ≥ 2 tellers are free, a proper solution should enable the first people in line to move simultaneously to a teller. However, the bank solution, requires them to move past the head of the queue one at a time. Moreover, if the person D. Peleg (Ed.): DISC 2011, LNCS 6950, pp. 110-124, 2011. c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2011 at the front of the line "fails", then the people behind this person wait forever. Thus, a better solution is required which will not let a single failure to tie up all the resources.
The simplest deadlock-free algorithm for mutual exclusion, called the One-bit algorithm, requires only one single-writer non-atomic shared bit per process [4, 6, 13] . The One-bit algorithm is known to be space optimal [5, 6] . For over 20 years now it has remained an intriguing open problem whether a similar type of algorithm, which uses only one single-writer bit per process, exists for -exclusion for some ≥ 2. In [16] , Peterson refers to the One-bit algorithm, and writes: "Unfortunately, there seems to be no obvious generalization of their algorithm to -exclusion in general". He further points out that it is an interesting open question whether this can be done even for n = 3 and = 2, where n is the number of processes. This problem is one of the oldest longstanding open problem in concurrent computing.
In this paper we resolve this longstanding open problem. For any and n, we provide a tight space bound on the number of single-writer bits required to solved the -exclusion problem for n processes. It follows from our results that only in the case where = 1, it is possible to solve the problem with one single-writer bit per process.
The -Exclusion Problem
To illustrate the -exclusion problem, consider the case of buying a ticket for a bus ride.
Here a resource is a seat on the bus, and the parameter is the number of available seats. In the -exclusion problem, a passenger needs only to make sure that there is some free seat on the bus, but not to reserve a particular seat. A stronger version, called -assignment (or slotted -exclusion), would require also to reserve a particular seat. More formally, it is assumed that each process is executing a sequence of instructions in an infinite loop. The instructions are divided into four continuous sections of code: the remainder, entry, critical section and exit. The -exclusion problem is to write the code for the entry code and the exit code in such a way that the following basic requirements are satisfied.
-Exclusion: No more than processes are at their critical sections at the same time.
-Deadlock-Freedom: If strictly fewer than processes fail and a non-faulty process is trying to enter its critical section, then some non-faulty process eventually enters its critical section.
We notice that the above standard definition of the -deadlock-freedom requirement is (slightly) stronger than only requiring that "if fewer than processes are in their critical sections, then it is possible for another process to enter its critical section, even though no process leaves its critical section in the meantime".
The -deadlock-freedom requirement may still allow "starvation" of individual processes. It is possible to consider stronger progress requirements which do not allow starvation. In the sequel, by an -exclusion algorithm we mean an algorithm that satisfies both -exclusion and -deadlock-freedom. We also make the standard requirement that the exit code is required to be wait-free: once a non-faulty process starts executing its exit code, it always finishes it regardless of the activity of the other processes.
In an attempt to pinpoint the reason for the inherent difference between the space complexity of mutual exclusion and that of -exclusion for ≥ 2, we will also consider
